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Growing up in Brooklyn, New York during the 1960s, the term “sissy” had a much different
meaning than it does today.

Where do you fall on that spectrum?

When I was a kid, as a closet cross-dresser, I was all too familiar with the term, and avoided
association with it at all costs. A sissy was often the opposite of a Tom Boy. Back then a sissy
was any boy who acted effeminate; any boy who wore clothes deemed girlish in style or color;
any boy who did things considered girly; any boy who moved in anyway less than “macho” –
God forbid you allowed others to see your wrist hanging limp!

Wikipedia describes a sissy as (derived from sister; also sissy baby, sissy boy, etc.) is a
pejorative term for a boy or man who violates or does not meet the traditional male gender role.
Generally, sissy implies a lack of courage and stoicism, which are thought important to the male
role. A man might also be considered a sissy for being interested in traditionally feminine
hobbies or employment (e.g., being fond of fashion, going to meditation sessions, or cooking),
for displaying effeminate behavior (e.g., saying "mua mua" before hanging up the phone or
using creams), for being un-athletic, or for being homosexual.

This left a lot of sissy quicksand for one to fall into; wear pink, yellow or powder blue anything –
shirt, socks, shorts, jacket – and you might as well just adopt a girl’s name right there on the
spot and be content to watch the boys play from then on without you -- because you’d never
again be allowed to join in boy games. Get caught by friends playing girl games – like house,
fashion show or tea for two -- with sisters or girlfriends or girl cousins --, and you’d be exiled to
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girls land forever. And even getting caught doing domestic things – cooking or cleaning, for
example --, though you might get a pass because everyone knows that “mom made you do it!”,
you’d still be ribbed relentlessly for quite a while.

Oddly the actual closet sissies rarely, if ever, got called on anything because they were always
on guard: they never did or said anything that would reveal

their private sissy-ness to anyone.

The closest I ever came was when I performed in an Irish Jig dance troupe. After one particular
performance, some kid in the audience called me a sissy. It was a good thing that I
concurrently was taking martial arts, and when we scuffled and I flipped him, my “tough guy”
image was secured.

While it was an unwritten obligation for any “man” boy to out a sissy when he saw one, he’d
often do so with his sole motivation simply to show that he himself wasn’t a sissy.

As boys growing up in the 1960s, we had macho standards to uphold. They were set decades
before our own by the screen actor rebels like James Dean or Marlon Brando, Paul Newman, or
even clean-cut but dashing manly-men like Kirk Douglas, Gregory Peck or Cary Grant. In the
1960s Steve McQueen ushered in a new standard: he was the King of Cool. We had lots of
macho roles to emulate.

For many decades the words sissy and homosexual were synonymous. Any cross-dresser
would certainly be deemed a sissy; what “man” would wear women’s clothing and make up?

But things have changed through the decades, both in meaning and vernacular. Gender has
gotten more fluid, especially in clothing styles and colors, the acceptance of men engaging in
cooking classes, and generally becoming more domesticated – remember the Metrosexxuals of
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the 1980s?

There is now an entire sub-culture in the transgender community where men are sissified, which
is like feminized, but with more frilly and submissive overtones, and often tied to B&D (bondage
and domination) activities.

While some transgender gurlz strive to become more feminine, most envision themselves either
as women [trapped in a man’s body), “Two Spirited” – possessing both feminine and masculine
components that comprise their gender identity, or simply guys that like to be feminine and
pretty occasionally – and what’s wrong with that?

The sissy, however, doesn’t see himself as a women; in fact he is firmly rooted in the reality that
he is not a women, nor can he every truly become one, but no longer a man either. In many
instances the sissy sees women as the superior species, and is happy to simply elevate
themselves to their highest possible feminine representation of female.

To that end, the sissy acts and dresses as frilly and feminine as possible, but never in a
mainstream way. They love ruffles, satin, and lace in yellow, white and pink, anything that
accentuates femininity – usually garters & stockings, high heels, and costumes. But it can also
include baby girl and little girl attire and actions as well.

Their goal is not to assimilate; thus the frills are both an adoration of feminism, and a reminder
that they’re merely emulating that which they can never actually be.

It is then no surprise that most sissies are usually submissive in nature, a soft demeanor that
earns to serve. Often when you come upon social profiles of sissies, they are seeking a “strong
master or mistress” to train them. This is yet another way of saying, “bring out the girl in me and
suppress the male … PLEASE!”

Is being a sissy then really about being and looking feminine, or is it really – at the root – about
power, the lack of, and/or exchange of it?
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Being a sissy these days isn’t about dressing up somewhere and getting a little sexual
eroticism; it’s a commitment to becoming something not female or male, but highly feminine,
regardless of the age play. No one in the broader transgender community really understands
sissies, just like the mainstream – or the gay community for that matter -- doesn’t really get
transgender.

So sissies are left to their own devices, or God-willing a master or mistress that can guide, mold
and nurture them. Being a sad sissy is pointless, because according to Quentin Crisp, “their
biscuit-baking mothers would tell them that if they’re looking for sympathy, that they’ll find it in
the thesaurus between shit and syphilis … and after Sissy.”

Until next time sissies, be happy, be save, and always think pretty!
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